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Dear colleagues and friends,

For more than a decade, Anselm Academic has provided accessible, engaging texts for the
contemporary student, written by teaching scholars whose experience in the classroom
informs their writing and pedagogy.
Spanning religious studies, theology, Scripture, and ethics, our texts respond to the real needs
of students. We at Anselm have committed ourselves to both research into new courses and
conversation with professors about how to facilitate deep learning in their classrooms. We are
proud to offer a handful of thoughtful new titles each year and hope you enjoy them as well.
As always, we are happy to provide free complimentary review copies to any professor
considering a book for possible adoption. Additionally, if you’ve had a chance to review a text
and you like it—but you don’t need the whole book, perhaps only a few chapters—we would be
happy to work with you to provide portions of texts at lower costs; just let us know what you need.
If you have any questions, concerns, feedback, or ideas about how to better serve your classroom
and your students, please don’t hesitate to be in touch.
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Voices in Response to Pope Francis’s Encyclical
on the Environment
Daniel R. DiLeo, Editor
“The authors of the dozen essays in this excellent book make up a
‘dream team’ of engaged scholars and activists dedicated to honing
an unflinching religious response to the environmental crisis.”
—Thomas Massaro, SJ
Fordham University

Why care about the environment?
It’s a question people are asking and answering with
greater frequency—and urgency—than ever before. And
although many Americans remain ambivalent about our
responsibility toward the earth, Pope Francis is clear: we
must care about the environment, because all creation is
connected.
All Creation Is Connected: Voices in Response to Pope
Francis’s Encyclical on Ecology is a collection of essays
by leading Catholic thinkers that both supplements and
unpacks the encyclical Laudato si’: On Care for Our
Common Home. Exploring a range of topics—from the
background and reception of the encyclical to the key
concepts that frame and animate it—All Creation Is
Connected offers compelling reflections on the question
“Why care about the environment?” that will catalyze
conversation in your classroom and spur action for years
to come.

NEW!
238 pages • Item #7082
ISBN 978-1-59982-874-9
$24.95

CONTRIBUTORS
Kevin W. Irwin
Walter E. Grazer
Michael Agliardo, SJ
Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim
Drew Christiansen, SJ
Dawn M. Nothwehr, OSF

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Richard W. Miller

Daniel R. DiLeo is an assistant professor and the director of the
Justice and Peace Studies Program at Creighton University in Omaha.

Jame Schaefer
Nancy M. Rourke
David Cloutier

ADDITIONAL TITLES......................................................... 30–31

Daniel P. Scheid
Tobias Winright
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Because Water Is Life

Christ and the Spirit

Catholic Social Teaching Confronts
Earth’s Water Crises

Catholic Perspectives through the Ages
John J. Markey

Gary L. Chamberlain

“Christ and the Spirit presents an accessible entry to the study of Christology,
using examples from contemporary culture to demonstrate the action of the
Spirit of God in the world. The book's concise explanations of theological
principles and their applications complement its detailed rendition of the
way Jesus Christ is presented in Scripture and received through the ages.”

“Because Water Is Life is a supple, specific, and critically engaging
book that will be profoundly useful to teachers and students.
Gary Chamberlain hones his analytic, constructive insights into
a text that is utterly invaluable for all conversations about water
and Catholic social teaching. I recommend this gripping and
accessible book to everyone who seeks to understand further
the legacy of CST and how that tradition offers pathways toward
water ethics.”

—Phyllis Zagano
Hofstra University

—Christiana Zenner
Fordham University

NEW!
188 pages • Item #7086
ISBN 978-1-59982-914-2
$21.95

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: The Rise of Catholic
Social Teaching
Chapter 2: Climate Change as
Structural Violence
Chapter 3: A Polluted Earth in the
Twenty‑first Century
Chapter 4: Water Scarcity for Most
and Abundance for Few
Chapter 5: Extraction from the Earth:
Impacts of Mining and Fracking on
Water and People
Chapter 6: Selling Water: Privatization
of a Scarce Resource
Chapter 7: The Right to Water
Chapter 8: A New Water Ethic:
Because Water Is Life

Climate change. Pollution. Scarcity. Fracking. Privatization.
Acidification. What can Catholicism’s “best-kept secret”—
the social doctrine of the church—teach us about Earth’s
water crises?

NEW!
116 pages • Item #7085
ISBN 978-1-59982-952-4
$15.95

Making Sense of Mystery

In fact, it can teach us a lot.
Gary Chamberlain’s Because Water Is Life: Catholic Social
Teaching Confronts Earth’s Water Crises explores the
major issues we face when it comes to water by analyzing
them through the lens of Catholic social teaching (CST).
After introducing the principles of CST, Because Water Is
Life explores narratives about real people and scenarios
to unpack six contemporary water crises. With review
and discussion questions and recommendations for
additional research and reading, Because Water Is Life
not only encourages critical thinking on one of today's
most pressing issues, but inspires hope and action for
developing a new water ethic.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gary Chamberlain is a professor emeritus of Christian ethics in the
theology and religious studies department at Seattle University.

A Primer on Theological Thinking
John J. Markey
“Making Sense of Mystery is an excellent guide for anyone wanting to
make a first foray into theological thinking. In clear and accessible prose,
with pertinent examples drawn from everyday life, it draws the reader
into the theological world step by step.”
—Robert Schreiter
Catholic Theological Union

NEW!
96 pages • Item #7087
ISBN 978-1-59982-955-5
$13.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John J. Markey, OP, is an associate
professor of theology and director
of the Doctorate in Spirituality
Program at the Oblate School of
Theology in San Antonio, Texas.
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Christ and the Spirit: Catholic Perspectives through the Ages
presents a succinct and thoughtful explanation of Catholic understandings of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. With contributor Greg
Zuschlag, Markey illustrates theological concepts through familiar
stories, including Beauty and the Beast, Superman, and Star Wars,
presenting a cohesive introduction to conceptions of Jesus Christ
and the Holy Spirit, while steadfastly insisting that the question
Why does this matter? remain at the forefront of this exploration.

888-664-0014

What is the meaning of life? Entering this into an internet search
engine will yield millions of results that reflect centuries of thinking
on this question. With so many competing claims about the meaning
of existence, how can a person sort through the responses?
Rooted in the Christian tradition, Making Sense of Mystery:
A Primer on Theological Thinking lays the groundwork for
theological thinking—not just learning theological concepts—
and invites readers to reflect on their own understandings of
mystery and meaning. With a glossary, review and discussion
questions, and chapters on the discipline of theology, Making
Sense of Mystery is a perfect primer for the modern classroom.

www.anselmacademic.org
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Islam

See, Judge, Act

A Living Faith

Catholic Social Teaching and Service Learning

Natana J. DeLong-Bas

Revised Edition

“DeLong-Bas’s Islam: A Living Faith is a must read. This
exceptionally well-written, informative, and engaging introduction
to Islam and Christian-Muslim relations will be welcomed by
teachers, students, religious leaders, and the general public.”
—John L. Esposito
Georgetown University

As the faith tradition of 1.6 billion people globally, Islam is
the second-largest—and fastest-growing—of all the world’s
religions. Still, many in the West harbor misconceptions
about its people, practices, and beliefs.

NEW!
334 pages • Item #7083
ISBN 978-1-59982-865-7
$34.95

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction
Chapter 1: The Five Pillars: Living Islam as
an Individual and a Community
Chapter 2: Muhammad: Biography and
Legacy of the Prophet
Chapter 3: The Qur’an: God’s Final Message
to Humanity
Chapter 4: Sunnis and Shia: The Origins and
Evolutions of Sectarianism in Islam
Chapter 5: Shariah and Islamic Law: Guiding
Principles for Purposeful Living
Chapter 6: Sufis: Saints and Subversives in
the Quest for the Divine

Through rich and thorough exploration, Natana DeLongBas’s Islam: A Living Faith challenges ignorance with
facts and false impressions with stories of lived faith.
Weaving personal narratives with major historical and
contemporary events and developments, DeLong-Bas
skillfully and sensitively conveys the teachings, people,
and practices of the Islamic faith. This introduction
includes sections on the Five Pillars, the Qur’an, and
the legacy of Muhammad, as well as sections on the
origin of sectarian identities, the purpose of Shariah and
Islamic law, the mystical tradition of Sufism, and MuslimChristian relations. Stocked with terms, definitions, and
recommendations for additional resources, Islam: A Living
Faith is an ideal book suited perfectly for courses exploring
the foundations of Islam.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Natana J. DeLong-Bas is an associate professor at Boston College,
where she teaches Theology and Islamic Civilizations and Societies.
She is coauthor of Shariah: What Everyone Needs to Know (Oxford,
2018) and editor-in-chief of The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and
Women (Oxford, 2013).

Chapter 7: Jihad: The Struggle to Live Islam
and Its Teachings

Erin M. Brigham
“The new edition of See, Judge, Act is a splendid introduction
to the rich heritage of modern Catholic social teaching. Even
more, in the spirit of Pope Francis’s pastoral theology, it offers an
invaluable guide to living the tradition in the context of service
learning. Following the hermeneutical logic of the pastoral circle
or spiral in responding to the ‘signs of the times,’ Brigham brings
the wisdom of a vital tradition to bear on a range of critical social
issues. See, Judge, Act gives us reason to hope that the church’s
social teaching will cease to be our ‘best-kept secret.’”
—William O’Neill
Jesuit School of Theology
of Santa Clara University

Although more and more classrooms are integrating
service-learning components into their curriculum,
teachers and students often lack the unique pedagogical
resources or frameworks for community-based learning
that these courses demand.
Erin Brigham updates a proven text that delivers the tools
needed for reflective community engagement. Designed
for readers with little or no theology background, See,
Judge, Act introduces seven principles of Catholic social
teaching and guides students and teachers alike to apply
them to contemporary social issues. With reflection
questions, sidebars, service-learning vignettes, and
recommended resources, See, Judge, Act invites and
empowers students to participate in works of justice and
social change.

NEW!
228 pages • Item #7084
ISBN 978-1-59982-943-2
$24.95

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction
Chapter 1: Overview of the Catholic Social
Tradition
Chapter 2: Defending Human Dignity against
Discrimination
Chapter 3: Justice for Immigrants: The Call
to Family, Community, and Participation
Chapter 4: Justice for Workers and the
Dignity of Work
Chapter 5: Economic Justice and the
Preferential Option for the Poor

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Erin M. Brigham is the director of the Joan and Ralph Lane Center for
Catholic Studies and Social Thought. She teaches Catholic theology
and social thought at the University of San Francisco.

Chapter 6: Promoting Solidarity in
Peacemaking
Chapter 7: Care for Creation and
Environmental Issues
Chapter 8: Rights and Responsibilities
in a Globalized Context

Chapter 8: Women and Gender
Chapter 9: Muslim-Christian Encounters:
Conflict and Coexistence
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Global Migration

Who Is God?

What’s Happening, Why, and a Just Response

Catholic Perspectives through the Ages

Elizabeth W. Collier and Charles R. Strain

John J. Markey

“A remarkably vivid, well-researched, and often impassioned approach
to one of the most important social issues of our time. Collier and Strain
artfully combine stories, analysis, and insights from the Catholic social justice
tradition to illuminate the experiences of the millions of men, women, and
children whose lives and struggles often remain untold or unappreciated. A
must for anyone who seeks to understand their brother and sister the refugee,
the migrant, and the displaced person.”

“Informed by the best of contemporary theology and biblical studies, John Markey’s
Who Is God? is wonderfully concise and surprisingly accessible. Carefully chosen
poetry and literature serve as an entryway and invite the reader into a vision of a God
of infinite loving compassion whose ‘heart’ is tuned to the cries of the poor. Remarkably
thorough, Markey’s narrative deftly surveys the major historical developments and key
figures who have honed and plumbed this vision through the centuries and ends
by revealing the contemporary relevance of such an understanding of God.”

NEW

—James Martin, SJ
Editor-at-Large, America Media
118 pages • Item #7080
ISBN 978-1-59982-894-7
$9.95

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Elizabeth W. Collier holds the Christopher Chair in Business Ethics and is
professor of business ethics at the Brennan School of Business at Dominican
University, River Forest, Illinois. Charles R. Strain is professor of religious studies
and a faculty member in the Peace, Justice and Conflict Studies program at
DePaul University, Chicago.

—Wendy M. Wright
Creighton University

COVER!
106 pages • Item #7074
ISBN 978-1-59982-850-3
$11.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John J. Markey, OP, is an associate professor of theology and director of the Doctorate
in Spirituality Program at the Oblate School of Theology in San Antonio, Texas.

Reading the Old Testament Anew

World Religions in Dialogue

Biblical Perspectives on Today’s Issues

A Comparative Theological Approach

John Kaltner

Pim Valkenberg, Editor

“Reading the Old Testament Anew: Biblical Perspectives on Today’s Issues
shows that John Kaltner is not only a skilled biblical scholar but also an
accomplished teacher. While the contents of the book consist of the findings
of reliable and current biblical scholarship, its uniqueness lies in its carefully
structured pedagogical format. Kaltner does not simply suggest a method
of learning the material; he demonstrates it as he leads the reader stepby-step through each chapter. Reading the Old Testament Anew: Biblical
Perspectives on Today’s Issues will serve as a valuable resource as well as a
fine text for undergraduates.”

“World Religions in Dialogue is that unique textbook which combines
competent introduction, accessibility, and a thoughtful dialogue of insiders
and outsiders in conversation. It will be a much-appreciated text for the
introductory course on world religions, showing both the what of religions
and the how of learning religions in an ongoing conversation.”

—Dianne Bergant
Catholic Theological Union

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

340 pages • Item #7078
ISBN 978-1-59982-799-5
$49.95

—Francis X. Clooney, SJ
Harvard University

284 pages • Item #7081
ISBN 978-1-59982-774-2
$29.95

John Kaltner is the Virginia Ballou McGehee Professor of Muslim-Christian
Relations at Rhodes College.
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ENHANCED
EDITION

Order Your Complimentary Review Copy Today!

World Religions in Dialogue, Enhanced Edition includes all four
sections on Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism found in
the original 2013 edition of World Religions in Dialogue, but is
complemented by a new section on Christianity.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Pim Valkenberg is ordinary professor of religion and culture in the School
of Theology and Religious Studies at The Catholic University of America, in
Washington, DC.

888-664-0014

www.anselmacademic.org

278 pages • Item #7051
ISBN 978-1-59982-083-5
$45.95
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Catholic Ethics in Today’s World

An Ethical Life

Revised Edition

A Practical Guide to Ethical Reasoning

Jozef Zalot and Benedict Guevin, OSB

Richard Kyte

“Honest, accessible, and thorough: Catholic Ethics in Today’s World accomplishes
a welcome but rare feat among current textbooks. Zalot and Guevin provide
clear, accurate, and enthusiastic explorations of Catholic moral theology and
social justice. Their examples involve realistic scenarios, and their willingness to
incorporate the research and insight of their own undergraduate students only
enhances the book’s accessibility. Instructors will appreciate the authors’ patient
explanation of the theology behind the well-known moral perspectives.”

“Richard Kyte’s An Ethical Life: A Practical Guide to Ethical Reasoning
is first-rate. It is wonderfully accessible, deeply informed, and genuinely
constructive. A key to the text’s success is the wealth of examples Kyte
explores. He shows a keen awareness of particular challenges in securing a
sustainable ecological balance. I warmly recommend this fresh and engaging
book to anyone looking for a balanced and student-friendly introductory text
in ethics.”

—Jeffrey Marlett
College of Saint Rose
302 pages • Item #7033
ISBN 978-1-59982-102-3
$32.95

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Jozef Zalot is a staff ethicist at the National Catholic Bioethics Center in Philadelphia,
PA. He previously served as the Regional Director of Ethics and Spiritual Care for
Mercy Health-Cincinnati and taught at Mount St. Joseph University. He has his PhD
from Marquette University. Benedict Guevin, OSB, is professor of moral theology at
Saint Anselm College in Manchester, New Hampsire. Rev. Guevin holds an STD from
the Institut Catholique de Paris and a PhD from the University of Paris.

Ethical Business

—James G. Hanink
Loyola Marymount University
254 pages • Item #7040
ISBN 978-1-59982-074-3
$26.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Richard Kyte is endowed professor and director of the D. B. Reinhart Institute for
Ethics in Leadership at Viterbo University, La Crosse, Wisconsin.

Good Business

Cultivating the Good in Organizational Culture

Catholic Social Teaching at Work in the Marketplace

Richard Kyte

Thomas O’Brien, Elizabeth W. Collier, Patrick Flanagan

“Richard Kyte’s Ethical Business elevates business ethics from a process of
rules-based problem-solving to the practice of character-based relationship
building. The author argues that ethical business leaders derive their power
from trust, not coercion. The ethical businesses that Kyte describes reap the
rewards of attracting more productive employees, more loyal customers, and
more committed investors. Kyte provides a blueprint for building companies
and brands in sync with today’s increasingly socially conscious consumers.”

“O’Brien, Collier, and Flanagan’s Good Business strikingly illustrates how
Catholic social teaching challenges the overemphasis on individualism and
profit for a few in contemporary American capitalism. In eight chapters the
book develops and applies a different theme of Catholic social teaching to
the structure of economic life. The authors admirably bring together theory
and practice by relating in each chapter a different approach to economic
enterprises illustrating the incorporation of the theme developed in that
chapter.”

—Frank J. Oswald
Columbia University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Richard Kyte is endowed professor and director of the D. B. Reinhart Institute for
Ethics in Leadership at Viterbo University, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
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176 pages • Item #7075
ISBN 978-1-59982-630-1
$18.95

Order Your Complimentary Review Copy Today!

—Charles E. Curran
Southern Methodist University

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

288 pages • Item #7059
ISBN 978-1-59982-169-6
$34.95

Thomas O’Brien is associate professor of religious studies at DePaul University,
Chicago. Elizabeth W. Collier is associate professor of business ethics at
Dominican University, River Forest, Illinois. Patrick Flanagan is assistant professor
in the department of theology and religious studies at St. John’s University,
Jamaica, New York.

888-664-0014

www.anselmacademic.org
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Green Discipleship

Health Care Ethics

Catholic Theological Ethics and the Environment

Theological Foundations, Contemporary Issues,
and Controversial Cases Revised and Expanded

Tobias Winright, Editor

Michael R. Panicola, David M. Belde, John Paul Slosar, and
Mark F. Repenshek

“If you are looking (as I was) for the perfect textbook to teach a Catholic
perspective on the environment, buy this book! It is fresh, all-encompassing,
accessible, practical, and well-edited. Well-versed in the data of our ecological
crisis, the contributors offer us their instructive strategies buttressed with the
resources of the Scriptures and the traditions and animated by a realistic yet
hopeful vision. It’s an empowering project. By the way, if you weren’t thinking
of teaching such a course, buy this book anyway. You’ll be developing a
syllabus on the topic before you get to Winright’s convincing conclusion.”

“I used the first edition of An Introduction to Health Care Ethics with
undergraduates multiple times, and students loved it. The second edition is
updated with valuable new information and remains just as clear, careful, and
compassionate. The focus on human dignity, flourishing, and justice provides a
normative basis. The book helps students develop their own capacity for moral
discernment. . . . inviting critical thinking by offering various perspectives.”

—James F. Keenan
Boston College
512 pages • Item #7027
ISBN 978-1-59982-024-8
$39.95

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Tobias Winright is the Endowed Maeder Associate Professor of Health Care
Ethics in the Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics and Associate Professor of
Theological Ethics at Saint Louis University.

Anselm Selections offer compilations of readings from
Anselm Academic publications.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Michael R. Panicola is senior vice president of mission and organizational ethics
for SSM Health Care in Saint Louis, Missouri. David M. Belde is administrative
director of ethics and mission for Bon Secours Richmond Health System in
Richmond, Virginia. John Paul Slosar is director of ethics for Ascension Health in
Saint Louis, Missouri. Mark F. Repenshek is a health care ethicist for Columbia
Saint Mary’s Hospitals in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Riders in the Storm

The Greening of Faith

Ethics in an Age of Climate Change

Insights from Judaism, Islam, and Buddhism

Brian G. Henning

Tobias Winright, Editor

“In Riders in the Storm: Ethics in an Age of Climate Change, Brian Henning
shows that we are called to rethink everything in view of the catastrophe we
face so as to engage together in the great work to which Thomas Berry has
been calling us. Central to honorable pursuit of this work is personal morality,
and this morality must shape our lives to the needs of our times. Like every
truly wise morality, what it calls for is not miserable sacrifice but joyful,
responsible life.”

Christianity is by no means the only religion with concerns about the
current ecological crisis—nor is it the only tradition with ideas for
how to resolve it. What can we learn from different ancient traditions
around the globe about this global issue?
In The Greening of Faith: Insights from Judaism, Islam, and Buddhism,
editor Tobias Winright gathers important reflections on the ecological
crisis—and what might be done about it—from leading scholars
specializing in different religious traditions. Combined, these reflections
deftly illustrate the way that such a complex and universal moral
issue—global ecological degradation—can urge diverse people to
serious, renewed engagement with their own theological traditions.

452 pages • Item #7034
ISBN 978-1-59982-103-0
$39.95

—Marie J. Giblin
Xavier University, Cincinnati

—John Cobb, Jr.
Claremont School of Theology
82 pages • Item #7079
ISBN 978-1-59982-930-2
$9.95

ABOUT THE EDITOR

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Brian G. Henning has a doctorate in philosophy from Fordham University.
He is currently a professor of philosophy and environmental studies at
Gonzaga University.

216 pages • Item #7066
ISBN 978-1-59982-218-1
$23.95

Tobias Winright is the Endowed Maeder Associate Professor of Health Care
Ethics in the Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics and Associate Professor of
Theological Ethics at Saint Louis University.
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300 pages • Item #7073
ISBN 978-1-59982-689-9
$28.95

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Toward Thriving Communities

Encounters in Faith

Virtue Ethics as Social Ethics

Christianity in Interreligious Dialogue

Brian Stiltner

Peter Feldmeier

“Brian Stiltner’s Toward Thriving Communities extends virtue ethics to
concrete moral situations we face every day. Integrating theoretical analysis
with application, Stiltner illuminates the importance of virtue ethics: from
parenting to politics, from being a good neighbor to being a conscientious
global citizen. Stiltner prompts readers to reflect personally on the moral
character they should strive to embody and also to inculcate in the next
generation. Stiltner’s grounded elucidation of virtue theory will prove useful
for students and lay readers who haven’t yet been introduced to this classical
and time-honored approach to moral living.”

“Religions are too often presented as some exotic doctrinal system for
conceptual analysis or some curious relic for historical investigation. Rather,
for Feldmeier, religions are to be encountered and experienced. In his hands,
religions no longer appear as so many isms but as living, evolving, and above
all, mystical realities that expand and transform one’s spiritual perspective
and way of life. Professors and students who are bored by religion textbooks
. . . will rejoice in having Feldmeier’s book at their disposal.”

—Jason T. Eberl
Marian University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

—Peter C. Phan
Georgetown University
340 pages • Item #7032
ISBN 978-1-59982-031-6
$33.95

Brian Stiltner is professor of theology and religious studies and department
chair of philosophy, theology, and religious studies at Sacred Heart University in
Fairfield, Connecticut.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Feldmeier is the Murray/Bacik Endowed Chair of Catholic Studies at the
University of Toledo, where he specializes in Christian spirituality, comparative
theology, and Buddhist-Christian dialogue.

Who Would Jesus Kill?

The Enduring Quest for Meaning

War, Peace, and the Christian Tradition

Humans, Mystery, and the Story of Religion

Mark J. Allman

Michael Horace Barnes

“Perhaps the best test of a book is how students respond. My students found
Who Would Jesus Kill? to be informative and engaging. They appreciated
the broad historical overview of Christian perspectives on war and how
these views shape our current reflections on war and peace. Allman’s text is
clear, relevant, and as thought provoking as the title suggests. If you want a
textbook that will get your students thinking about the ethical issues related
to war, the use of violence, and the search for peace, this is one to choose.”

“At a time when many students question the value of religion, Michael
Horace Barnes’s The Enduring Quest for Meaning provides them with an
engagingly written text that demonstrates why the religious quest not only
endures but thrives. Barnes shows how human religiousness is grounded in
our shared humanity. This book will appeal to students who are religious,
as well as to those who are suspicious of religion. It integrates insights from
multiple disciplines, including religious studies, theology, philosophy, history,
psychology, sociology, and anthropology. Its rich examples from a wide
variety of religious traditions provide concrete illustrations of the larger points
being made and will spark student interest.”

—Ron Large
Gonzaga University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark J. Allman holds a PhD in Christian ethics from Loyola University in
Chicago. He teaches at Merrimack College in North Andover, Massachusetts. His
work has been published in numerous scholarly and popular journals.

—Donna Teevan
Seattle University

326 pages • Item #7010
ISBN 978-0-88489-984-6
$29.95

386 pages • Item #7068
ISBN 978-1-59982-681-3
$32.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Horace Barnes is a professor of religious studies at the University
of Dayton.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

A Guide for Writing About
Theology and Religion

Introduction to
Religious Studies

Mari Rapela Heidt

Paul Myhre, Editor

“This guide should be required reading for every student in introductory
religion and theology courses at the college level. Drawing from significant
experience teaching such courses, Rapela Heidt provides helpful and clearly
written advice on how to avoid the most common errors of basic writing,
punctuation, and citation, as well as step-by-step directions for tackling the
research paper.”

“Introduction to Religious Studies is the long-awaited answer to
the question of how to present the foundational and contemporary
dimensions of religious studies in a dialogical framework to the
college-level undergraduate student. With faculty and student learning
goals in mind, the authors share a wealth of scholarship and teaching
experience on a variety of topics that invite both critical inquiry and
personal exploration.”

—M. Therese Lysaught
Marquette University
128 pages • Item #7043
ISBN 978-1-59982-003-3
$16.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mari Rapela Heidt holds a PhD in theological ethics from Marquette University
and teaches in the department of religious studies at the University of Dayton.
She is the author of Moral Traditions: An Introduction to World Religious Ethics
(Anselm Academic, 2010).

—Lucinda A. Nolan
The Catholic University of America
232 pages • Item #7023
ISBN 978-0-88489-976-1
$29.95

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Paul Myhre received his PhD in historical theology from Saint Louis University.
He has been the associate director of the Wabash Center for Teaching and
Learning in Theology and Religion in Crawfordsville, Indiana, since 2001.

Interreligious Dialogue

Moral Traditions

An Anthology of Voices Bridging Cultural and
Religious Divides

An Introduction to World Religious Ethics
Mari Rapela Heidt

Christoffer H. Grundmann, Editor

“Those of us who teach in undergraduate contexts that stress the
importance of understanding not just the basics of ethical reasoning,
but also the various shades of meaning ethics can have in the world’s
major religions, know how difficult it is to find appropriate resources.
Mari Rapela Heidt does an outstanding job of introducing novice
ethicists to the field of comparative religious ethics through a concise
and practical overview of the moral worlds of Hinduism, Buddhism,
Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Daoism, Confucianism, Sikhism, Jainism
Bahá’í, and Shinto. This book is sure to find its place as a text in a
number of my religious ethics courses.”

“In Interreligious Dialogue, Christoffer Grundmann has assembled a truly
extraordinary collection of writings on interreligious dialogue by some of its
most important and respected thinkers and practitioners. The introduction
speaks of these as ‘remarkable essays.’ This is an understatement. What a
wonderful text for college students and theology students as well!”
—Stephen Bevans, SVD
Catholic Theological Union,

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Christoffer H. Grundmann has two doctorates in theology from the University of
Hamburg, Germany. He is currently the John R. Eckrich University Professor in
Religion and Healing Arts at Valparaiso University.

210 pages • Item #7067
ISBN 978-1-59982-676-9
$23.95

—Thomas O'Brien
DePaul University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

148 pages • Item #7029
ISBN 978-0-88489-749-1
$23.95

Mari Rapela Heidt holds a PhD in theological ethics from Marquette
University and teaches in the department of religious studies at the
University of Dayton.
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SCRIPTURE

The Back Door
Introduction to the Bible

Anselm Academic Study Bible
New American Bible
Revised Edition

John Kaltner and Steven L. McKenzie

Carolyn Osiek, RSCJ, General Editor

“A uniquely engaging, provocative, and I daresay fun invitation into the
fascinating worlds of the Bible by two master teachers who clearly love what
they do and want to share that love with others. It’s a gift to teachers and
students alike. I can’t wait to use it in my own introductory courses.”

Equipped with wide-ranging features—from basic introductions
to scholarly articles, from photographs and maps to informative
study aids—the Anselm Academic Study Bible is designed to
meet the diverse needs of the modern classroom.

—Timothy Beal
Case Western Reserve University

Its expert translation, rigorous scholarship, and ease of navigation
mean every student—whether already familiar with the text
or approaching it for the first time—will feel confident and
comfortable exploring the Bible.
ISBN 978-1-59982-124-5
Item #4142 • softcover • $34.95

KEY FEATURES

ISBN 978-1-59982-163-4
Item #4143 • hardcover • $39.95

• Distinctive Approach: The Anselm Academic Study Bible
engages a diverse audience in critical thinking.

ABOUT THE EDITOR

• Rigorous Scholarship: Expert and emerging scholars present
the latest research on the most relevant topics.

Carolyn Osiek, RSCJ, holds a
doctorate in New Testament and
Christian origins from Harvard
University and is Charles Fischer
Catholic Professor of New Testament
emerita at Brite Divinity School.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
220 pages • Item #7039
ISBN 978-1-59982-089-7
$22.95

John Kaltner is associate professor of religious studies at Rhodes College in
Memphis, Tennessee. Steven L. McKenzie is professor of Hebrew Bible/Old
Testament at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee.

• Friendly Organization: Intuitively designed to make navigation
easy for those familiar with or entirely new to the Bible.
• Rich Academic Support Materials: Photographs, charts, maps,
timelines, and additional recommended online resources.

Beginning Biblical Studies
Revised Edition

Anselm Companion to the Bible

Marielle Frigge

Corrine L. Carvalho, Editor

“In Beginning Biblical Studies, Dr. Marielle Frigge reveals herself as a
superb teacher. Grounded in solid scholarship and written in graceful
prose, her textbook informs and guides those unfamiliar with the
Bible; in contrast to many textbook writers, she avoids the temptation
to overwhelm her readers with data. May this outstanding book be
widely used, and may its readers learn from the wisdom of its author.”

With contributions from leading North American biblical scholars,
Anselm Companion to the Bible is geared to students of diverse faith
backgrounds who are new to studying the Bible in an academic
environment. Filled with accessible and well-written essays by leading
biblical scholars from a variety of religious backgrounds, the Companion
is organized into four parts: introductions to biblical studies and the Old
and New Testaments, and a collection of additional study aids.

—Mary C. Boys, SNJM
Union Theological Seminary

For those seeking a supplement focused on either the Old Testament or
the New Testament, check out the two additional Anselm Companions
on page 30 of this catalog.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Corrine L. Carvalho is professor of theology and director of the University of Saint
Thomas’s Luann Dummer Center for Women. Carvalho received her PhD from Yale
University, where she specialized in Old Testament studies, and her master’s degree
from the Graduate Theological Union, in Berkeley, California.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Anselm Companion
to the Bible
ISBN 978-1-59982-494-9
Item #7056 • $34.95

Order Your Complimentary Review Copy Today!

Marielle Frigge has spent more than twenty-eight years teaching biblical
studies to undergraduates. She received her PhD in theology and
education from Boston College.
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The Catholic Epistles, Hebrews,
and Revelation

Jesus in the Gospels and Acts
Introducing the New Testament New Edition

Introducing the New Testament

Daniel J. Scholz

Daniel J. Scholz

“Dan Scholz offers a thoroughly readable and informative introduction to
the Gospels and Acts, providing a multiangled look at these books through
historical, literary, and theological lenses. Each chapter on the Gospels and
Acts begins with considerations about the book’s historical setting (author,
dating, sources, and audience) and moves to significant exploration of how
the story is told in that particular narrative, providing insight into literary
devices and themes. Additional discussions are included on the historical
backdrop of these books, historical Jesus study, and noncanonical early
Christian gospels.“

“In The Catholic Epistles, Hebrews, and Revelation, Daniel J. Scholz
masterfully integrates the later New Testament writings into the
broader theological, ecclesial, literary, and social contexts in which
they were composed. Both students and teachers are indebted to Dr.
Scholz for his clear and concise presentation of the scholarly debates
and theological issues that make these writings especially important.”
—Lance Richey
University of Saint Francis
236 pages • Item #7076
ISBN 978-1-59982-709-4
$22.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Daniel J. Scholz is associate professor and dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Cardinal Stritch University. He is the author of Jesus in the
Gospels and Acts and The Pauline Letters (Anselm Academic, 2013).

300 pages • Item #7052
ISBN 978-1-59982-476-5
$34.95

—Jeannine K. Brown
Bethel Seminary

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Daniel J. Scholz is associate professor and dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Cardinal Stritch University. He is the author of The Pauline Letters
(Anselm Academic, 2013) and The Catholic Epistles, Hebrews, and Revelation
(Anselm Academic, 2016).

Encountering Ancient Voices

Paul

A Guide to Reading the Old Testament Second Edition

Windows on His Thought and His World

Corrine L. Carvalho

Maria Pascuzzi

“Encountering Ancient Voices makes an invaluable contribution
to undergraduate biblical studies, especially for students who are
studying the Bible as part of their core curriculum. The book’s format
is exceptionally helpful, especially the discussions of biblical passages,
but also the charts, sidebars, overviews, and summaries. This book
helped me achieve my best effort ever in teaching this course.”

“A textbook that explores the person Paul and his writings in light of his
historical and social contexts, Paul: Windows on His Thought and His World
eschews the common format of letter-by-letter review, opting for a topical
introduction that better explores reoccurring themes and synthesizes Paul’s
thought. A good introduction for those beginning their Pauline studies or
those ready to renew their acquaintance with the Apostle to the Gentiles.”

—Evelyn R. Thibeaux
Loyola University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Corrine L. Carvalho is professor of theology and director of the University
of Saint Thomas’s Luann Dummer Center for Women. Carvalho received
her PhD from Yale University, where she specialized in Old Testament
studies, and her master’s degree from the Graduate Theological Union, in
Berkeley, California.
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—Laurie Brink, OP
Catholic Theological Union

502 pages • Item #7026
ISBN 978-1-59982-050-7
$49.95

Order Your Complimentary Review Copy Today!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maria Pascuzzi has a doctorate in sacred theology from Gregorian University and
a licentiate in Sacred Scripture from the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome. She
is the the associate dean for undergraduate studies at Seton Hall University and
the associate editor of the Catholic Biblical Quarterly.
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ISBN 978-1-59982-214-3
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The Pauline Letters

Christian Spirituality

Introducing the New Testament

Lived Expressions in the Life of the Church

Daniel J. Scholz

Peter Feldmeier

“Daniel Scholz provides a very functional text that works well for undergraduate
or first-year seminary courses in Paul’s letters. The occasion behind each letter
is carefully set out, and the ‘Theology and Ethics’ sections for each letter prove
helpful. The graphics within each chapter make it very user-friendly, and
questions at the end of each chapter allow for ready use in academic courses.
The final chapter, on such writings as Acts of Paul and Thecla, Third Corinthians,
and Acts of Paul, also provides a helpful introduction to Paul’s legacy in early
Christianity. I heartily recommend this book for courses on Paul’s letters.”

“Peter Feldmeier’s Christian Spirituality is a welcome introduction to the
study of Christian spirituality and a companion to the reading of primary
texts. Resources include bibliography, Web resources, film, images, short
excerpts, questions for discussion, and a glossary. Feldmeier combines
historical, theological, conceptual, and practical perspectives on the many
faces of Christian spirituality in a religiously plural, interfaith context.”

—Mark Reasoner
Marian University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

—Elizabeth Dreyer
Fairfield University
317 pages • Item #7070
ISBN 978-1-59982-635-6
$29.95

Daniel J. Scholz is associate professor and dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Cardinal Stritch University. He is the author of Jesus in the Gospels
and Acts (Anselm Academic, 2013) and The Catholic Epistles, Hebrews, and
Revelation (Anselm Academic, 2016).

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Feldmeier is the Murray/Bacik Endowed Chair of Catholic Studies at the
University of Toledo, where he specializes in Christian spirituality, comparative
theology, and Buddhist-Christian dialogue.

Primer on Biblical Methods

Moses in Pharaoh’s House

Corrine L. Carvalho

A Liberation Spirituality for North America
John J. Markey

“I have been looking for something like this book for years. In the past it
has been necessary to cobble together a packet of articles so that students
would have access to information about various approaches to reading and
interpreting the Bible. This book puts all these things into one book that will
be read and reread, consulted and cross-referenced. Carvalho’s familiarity
with questions asked by today’s students enhances the Primer on Biblical
Methods. She incorporates examples from a contemporary perspective in a
lively and engaging manner. Students don’t have to pick up a heavy tome
and plow through unnecessary technical terminology. Carvalho turns exotic
terminology into interesting stuff! It is a model of engaging erudition.”
—Chris Franke
St. Catherine University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

“John Markey’s brilliant reflection, Moses in Pharaoh’s House, makes an
enormous contribution to the existing literature on the preferential option
for the poor and reminds us of the universal call to liberation. Offering a
Gospel-based vision of authentic freedom and human solidarity, he helps us
see that conversion is not just about individual change but also about social
and communal transformation. As he reminds us that we cannot understand
the mystery of our lives independently of the mystery of God, he also
helps us see that we cannot understand who we are independently of our
connection to one another, especially our neighbor in need.”
108 pages • Item #7025
ISBN 978-1-59982-015-6
$15.95

Corrine L. Carvalho is professor of theology and director of the University of Saint
Thomas’s Luann Dummer Center for Women. Carvalho received her PhD from
Yale University, where she specialized in Old Testament studies, and her master’s
degree from the Graduate Theological Union, in Berkeley, California.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

208 pages • Item #7054
ISBN 978-1-59982-326-3
$19.95

John J. Markey, OP, is an associate professor of theology and director of the PhD
in spirituality program at the Oblate School of Theology, in San Antonio, Texas.
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The Catholic Church

If God Is for Us

A Brief Popular History

Christian Perspectives on God and Suffering

Cynthia Stewart

Gloria L. Schaab

“Dr. Stewart presents a history of the Catholic Church in a very
engaging and reader-friendly manner. She prompts students to think
of where we are now and how we have gotten here. I believe Cynthia
Stewart has succeeded in presenting a ‘popular history.’”

“‘If there is a God, and if God is good, then how can God allow suffering
and injustice?’ Perhaps no other question so urgently occupies young people
struggling with religious commitment. But it cannot be avoided if one is to lay
claim to honest and mature Christian faith. In her superb book If God Is for
Us, Gloria Schaab probes various options and offers a way forward that takes
both Christian belief and the reality of suffering seriously. She does not seek
to offer final ‘answers,’ which would ultimately prove inadequate, but rather
to offer approaches to the question that will yield deeper insights.”

—Mary Filice
Ohio Dominican University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
338 pages • Item #7004
ISBN 978-0-88489-967-9
$32.95

Cynthia Stewart has taught at Martin Methodist College, Belmont
University School of Religion, Rhodes College department of religious
studies, and Vanderbilt department of religious studies. She received her
PhD in history of Christian thought from Vanderbilt and is currently an
independent scholar residing in Nashville, Tennessee.

—Rev. David Gentry-Akin
Saint Mary’s College of California
287 pages • Item #7072
ISBN 978-1-59982-563-2
$28.95

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gloria L. Schaab, SSJ, is professor of theology, director of graduate programs
in theology and ministry, and associate dean for general education at Barry
University, in Miami Shores, Florida. She is the author of Trinity in Relation
(Anselm Academic, 2012).

Christian Thought and Practice

God in Cosmic History

A Primer Revised Edition

Where Science and History Meet Religion

Natalie Kertes Weaver

Ted Peters

“This clear and comprehensive ‘primer’ is an ideal text for an ‘Introduction
to Christianity’ course. But it is far more than that. In Christian Thought
and Practice, Natalie Kertes Weaver provides a readable guide to anyone
seeking a balanced description of the history, beliefs, and practices of
Christianity. Written by an accomplished teacher, it presumes no background
knowledge on the part of the reader, but only a willingness to understand
how Christianity today came to be what it is—in all its diversity. A remarkable
achievement.”

“In Ted Peters’s God in Cosmic History: Where Science and History
Meet Religion, one of America’s top contemporary theologians
insightfully connects our new scientific story of the universe to the
long human quest for God. Such a delicate task is one that few writers
are qualified to carry out in a manner that is both fully respectful of the
natural sciences and also deeply rooted in religious wisdom. Ted Peters
is the embodiment of such skill. His book should have wide appeal to
readers of many backgrounds. Strongly recommended.”

—Terrence W. Tilley
Fordham University

—John F. Haught
Georgetown University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Natalie Kertes Weaver is the associate dean of graduate studies and a professor of
religious studies and ministry at Ursuline College.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ted Peters is coeditor of the journal Theology and Science, published
by the Francisco J. Ayala Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences
at the Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, California. He is Research
Professor Emeritus in Systematic Theology and Ethics at Pacific Lutheran
Theological Seminary in Berkeley.
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Theological Foundations

Reason, Faith, and Tradition

Concepts and Methods for Understanding
Christian Faith Revised and Expanded

Explorations in Catholic Theology Revised Edition
Martin C. Albl

J. J. Mueller, Editor

“I’ve been teaching Introduction to Catholic Theology for the past
eighteen years, and I only wish that Martin Albl’s Reason, Faith, and
Tradition: Explorations in Catholic Theology, revised edition, had been
there from the beginning! Albl’s book has a central argument—that
faith and reason, which have been tragically separated in modernity,
are compatible by nature—which it makes while introducing all
manner of doctrines, theologians, controversies, etc. This second
edition contains significant improvements over the first. I can’t imagine
using anything else in my introductory courses.”
398 pages • Item #7065
ISBN 978-1-59982-632-5
$44.95

—Rodney Howsare
DeSales University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Martin C. Albl is professor of religious studies at Presentation College in
Aberdeen, South Dakota, and author of The Church: Christ in the World
Today. He received his doctorate in religious studies from Marquette
University in Milwaukee.

Science and Religion

“Theological Foundations is an excellent introduction to undergraduate
theology. The scholars chosen for each section understand that most
undergrads have never studied theology and are entering a new realm of
knowledge. The material is thorough but written in language that the novice
can readily understand. The reference librarian sections of each chapter are
invaluable. If you need one text for an introductory course, this is the one.”
—Daniel McGuire
University of Great Falls
Full edition
366 pages • Item #7035
ISBN 978-1-59982-101-6 • $37.95
Alternate edition
298 pages • Item #7036
ISBN 978-1-59982-134-4 • $31.95

Theological Foundations: Alternate Edition Revised and Expanded
The alternate edition does not include the reference librarian sections.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
J. J. Mueller, SJ, holds a PhD in historical and systematic theology from the
Graduate Theological Union at Berkeley.

Understanding Jesus

Beyond Warfare and Toward Understanding

Christology from Emmaus to Today

Joshua M. Moritz

Christopher McMahon

“I have not read, and cannot imagine, a better introduction to the
science and religion dialogue than this book. If you are looking for
a primer that is comprehensive, scholarly, readable—and will be
engaging for students—look no further.”

“A refreshingly direct Christological overview in which McMahon allows
the debates, concerns, and questions, not only of scholars but also of the
faithful, to emerge from the texts and then to be addressed in a balanced and
thoughtful manner. The book’s open and inclusive approach invites readers
from any background or perspective to make the journey and to encounter
the richness and impact of Christ’s life in the world.”

—Ed Hogan
Kenrick-Glennon Seminary

—Shannon Schrein, OSF
Lourdes University

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Joshua M. Moritz, PhD, teaches philosophical theology and natural
science at the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, and serves as
managing editor of Theology and Science, the journal of the Center for
Theology and Natural Sciences.
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ABOUT THE EDITOR
Christopher McMahon teaches theology at Saint Vincent College in Latrobe,
PA. His areas of interest include Christology and Scripture. He has contributed
essays to Patristic and Byzantine Review, New Blackfriars, American Benedictine
Review, and The Journal of Religion and Film. McMahon holds a PhD in theology
from the Catholic University of America.
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ADDITIONAL TITLES

The Almighty and the Dollar
Mark J. Allman, Editor
Item #7041 • $27.95

Beyond the Obvious
Donald Dale Walker
Item #7061 • $26.95

ADDITIONAL TITLES

Anselm Companion to the Old Testament Anselm Companion to the New Testament
Corrine L. Carvalho, Editor
Corrine L. Carvalho, Editor
Item #7057 • $27.95
Item #7058 • $27.95

Called Together
Christopher McMahon
Item #7030 • $23.95

The Catholic University and
the Search for Truth, Cyril Orji
Item #7046 • $27.95

Religious and Ethical Perspectives
Paul O. Myhre, Editor
Item #7045 • $29.95

The Social Thought of Thomas Merton
Rev. David W. Givey
Item #7021 • $15.95

Trinity in Relation
Gloria L. Schaab
Item #7042 • $36.95

Understanding the Bible
Jerry Ruff, Editor
Item #7017 • $12.95

A Window to the Divine
Zachary Hayes, OFM
Item #7022 • $12.95

Women in Ministry and the Writings of Paul
Karen M. Elliot, CPPS
Item #7028 • $15.95

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CONTENT using pages from Anselm Academic texts!
ANSELM ACADEMIC PARTNERS WITH
Eco-Theology
Celia Deane-Drummond
Item # 7019 • $25.95

Genesis, Evolution, and
the Search for a Reasoned Faith
Henning, Birge, Stoicoiu,and Taylor
Item #7031 • $26.95

. . . a custom publishing service specializing in
theology, ethics, Scripture, and religious studies,
creating customized texts to meet your needs.

God at the Margins
Aimée Upjohn Light
Item #7053 • $16.95

Convenience
Choice
The Jesus Movement and the World of
the Early Church, Sheila E. McGinn
Item #7049 • $34.95

Glossary of Theological Terms
John T. Ford, CSC
Item #7100 • $16.95

Affordability

Love, Reason, & God’s Story
David Cloutier
Item #7006 • $26.25

PJ Thompson

Content Consultant

Flexibility

Create your text and we will take
care of the copyright permissions.
Choose from a vast selection of
content for your course.
Pay only for the content you need.
Select print or digital formats.

“I am thoroughly pleased with our three custom books, one in its second edition. Professor’s Choice has
enabled me to teach systematic and moral theology as I wish them to be done. The Professor’s Choice
staff gives the book the appearance of a finished text and not just another photocopied coursepack.
They promptly fill bookstore orders semester after semester. These texts won’t go out of print!”
The Ongoing Renewal of Catholicism
Brennan R. Hill
Item #7005 • $35.00
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Marriage and Family
Natalie Kertes Weaver
Item #7024 • $21.95

Reading the Gospels
Christopher McMahon
Item #7038 • $23.95
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Alvernia University
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